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Comparison between FOIA
and EIR provisions

ETR
Charging a fee:
RegulationS -maymake
reasonable charge except for
public registers / lists or
lnspection

Limitations on the
right of access:
Regulation 12(b) - manifestly
unreasonable requests
No other provisions about
costs

a

,Ic(l.

FOIA
Charging a fee:
Section9-feesnotice

Limitations on the
right of access:
Section 12 - cost limits
Section 14 - vexatious /
repeated requests

This module covers both the,ElR and FOIA. lmportant to be clear
about the termínology. This slide is a comparison between the
provisions,..
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Charging a fee under s.9 FOIA

Set by regulations:
ONLY costs of communication (including s.11)
ONLY "disbursements" i,e. actual expenditure

e Can be applied whenever information is beíng disclosed
r Unlikely to be able to charge if sent by email
.. No minimum or maximum fee

Issue a fees notice - time is'paused'and
starts again when fee received

&
For the fees, ONLY the costs of communication (e.9. printing) and

ONLY the actual expenditure, not staff time. These costs are

sometimes called disbursements, i.e. money taken out of the
purse.

Charges should be the actual cost, but no max or min - you can

charge for copying one sheet of paper or for copying a thousand,

if that's what's been asked for.

Regulations are the Freedom of lnformation and Data Protection

(Appropriate Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004 - in the delegates'

handouts.

Question on fees: if they start talking about costs or get the two

things confused, correct the mistake (briefly)- don't allow people

to sit there with misunderstandings. lt is very important to
ensure that delegates clearly understand the difference
between s9 fees and s12 charges (slides 32 and 33 will
ass¡st).

[Note: one delegate asked if can charge fee AFTER sending info.

We reckon if not made clear this would be charged then is not

enforceable. We certainly can't be involved in enforcing fee



against requester.l
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Charging a fee under r8 EIR

. "Reasonable" amount - charEes must be

published.
. The charge can include staff time spent locating

information, and disbursement costs.
o Can't charge for access to inspection, but can

charge for preparing the information for
inspection.

LÇg'

Charges must be reasonable. Unlike FOIA it can include staff
time lpent locating and collating the information in addition
to the costs of copying and post¡ng the information. There
are also pr,Ovisions to allow for cOmmercial charges in some
limited circumstances (eg Ordnance Survey sell map data in
a commercial context).

See next two slides for position on property searches
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Property searches: enquiries by buyer or their legal adviser to
local authority (LA)when buying a property - usually use
questions on CON29 form

eg about rights of way, planning proposals, whether land is

contaminated > this is mostly environmental information

Official searches: CSPR charging regime applies
If LA completes and guarantees the content of CON29 form -

this is more than providing access to environmental info
LA can charge under The Local authorities(England)(charges

for property searches) regulations 2008 (CSPR)
(similar for Wales: Local authorities (charges for propelty

searches) (Wales) regulations 2009)
a

lCti.

searches and the EIR

Enquiries made by potential buyer or solic¡tor or
conveyancer in relation to buying a property. Most of the
information will be environmental.

So can local authoritíes charge for providing it?

(CPSR) regulations (or The Local
authorities (charges property searches) (Wales)
regulations 2009 for Wales) appeared to allow charges to be
made for what is called a "CON29" enquiry. However, where
the information is environmental - as much of it will be in
these circumstances - the provisions of the EIR take
precedence. See this and next slide for explanation of the
position.

CON29 form is form devised by Law Society to facilitate the
enquiries that need to be made.

(If asked in session: if the requested information is not
environmental, FOIA applies rather than the EIR and LA can

5
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use CSPR to charge)

Official searches
When a local authority is asked to complete and guarantee the
content of a coN29 form, this involves more than simply
providing access to environmental informatiOn as l'equlred by.th,e

Êfn. ffrerefore the charging provisions in the EIR will not apply

and loca[ authorities are able to charge under the ÇPSR reglrne'
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Property searches and the EIR
Personal searches

Personal search¡ EIR charging applies
LA provides access to underlying environmental info so

enquirer can answer questions themselves = free of charge

l-A is not providing additional service so can only make any

charge under EIR charging provisions

eg for photocopying; could in theory charge for staff time
for locatíng the information but this is unlikely to be

reasonable

Guidance: Pro-ggrty searche-s and the EIR

Çh a rû i nq fe-rî renvirq nm enta !' info rm ati on

a

Lcgi

Personal searches

When a local authority is merely asked to provide access to
underlying environmental information, so that a third party
can answer the questions on the CON29 form themselves,
the charging provisions of the EIR will apply instead. The
enquirer has the right to inspect the information under the
EIR free of charge. Although under the EIR the authority
may charge a reasonable amount for locating the
information, it is unlikely to be reasonable for it to do so in
these circumstances since it is the enquirer who is searching
for the information.
If the enquirer requests photocopies the authority may
charge for that.
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Refusing a request on the basis of
cost (s.te FOIA)

Can refuse request if:
e estimated cost of dealing with it would exceed

"cost limit" of Ê600 or €450
o rìo need for public interest test or consideration of

content

Must still confirrn whether information is held,

unless just determining this would exceed limit

a

'lco.

The provision for dealing with requests whích would impose too great

a burden on public resources.

Distinguish between this - s12 charges - and the previous slide
on s9 fees. Also see later slides-

NB guidance : several pieces of guidance on costs and fees



Refusing a request on the basis of
cost (s.tz FOIA)

Can refuse request if:
. estimated cost of dealing with it would exceed

"cost limit" of f600 or Ê450
. no need for public interest test or consideration of

content

Must still confirm whether information is held,
unless just determining this would exceed limit

Lcg:

The provision for dealing with requests which would impose too great

a burden on public resources.

Distinguish between this - s12 charges - and the previous slide
on s9 fees. Also see slides 32 and 33 later'



Estimating the cost of comPliance
(s.tz FOIA)

costs the authority "reasonably expects to incur" in:

. determining if the information is held

. locating it

. retrieving it, or a record containing it
e extracting requested information from the record

Mostly relates to staff time
Staff time rated at €25 per hour = 18 or 24 hours

K9*

Take into account ONLY the activities of locating/extracting.

"lt" iS requested information: take into account time to find

relevant information within a file but not the time for
redaction. well-established [confirmed by High Court case

Chief Constable of South Yorkshire v ICO CO/343/2CIIOl

Cost limit is Ê450 or Ê600 depending on type of PA (covered

in procedural basics module).

The main costs are stafftime related - rated at f25 per

hour i.e. lShours I 24hrs.

Can include other locating/extracting-related costs. (e'9.

retrieving info from a salt mine, having it moved by courier)



Estimatittg the cost of compliance
(s.tz FOIA)

.t ..

..

Responding to a request has three stages: locating /
extracting; considering exemptions; communicating

[click] shown as the three boxes here

[click] Each may involve two types of cost - actual
expenditure and staff time (rated al825 per hour)

Shown by cash and Person,

Example: request for these training materials.
Where would we have to look? Would there be any

costs (other than time) in the first section? What
about the communication costs?

lclick] only the first activity can be counted in the
cost estimate



FOIA cost lirnits: exanlple

"All information ... relating to the investigation into

Many redactíons to be made:
cannot be refused because of time taken
to consider exemptions and redact

.a

!99t

Ramptdn hospital, includ
officer/ involved" (Notts

I

ing
Pol 70631)

number of police

Difficult: requires
searching through
and counting

Easy to find: a whole
roorn full

Consequence of this is that cost limits ar:e not just
about quantity of information; sometimes less /
more specific info is more likely to go over cost limit.

We found in relation to the Notts Police request that
"all information" could not be refused under s.12
because the police knew perfectly well where it all

was. The difficulty had been in determining the
number of officers involved as that would have
required looking through all the files.



Estimating the cost of compliance
(s.12 FOIA)

"costs it reasonably expects to incur"

. Should be a reasonable estimate

. BUT not invalidated by poor records management

r REMEMBER: may still need to confirm / deny

. Often use a "sampling" exercise

I

LÇ9'

PRACTICALITIES OF S.1 2...

Costs it expecfs to incur - estimate at beginning or becomes
obvious. Don't have to provide estimate to claim s.12 but may be

required for advice / assistance.

Estimate should be "reasonable" - based on common sense and
a reasonable degree of 'local knowledge'(i.e. they ought to have
some idea where to look) but where there are a number of
different poss. approaches any reasonable one will do (even if
turns out not to have been best). lt isn't based on how long it
"ought" to take if their systems were in order, but how long it is
genuinely likely to take.



FOIA cost limits:
example of sampling
Details of leisure craft accidents Aug - Oct 2005:

. read through all the daily reports from all bases:

64 days @ 30 mins each = f800
. call up fufther details of leisure craft accidents

tL62 rePofts @ 10 mins each = 84842

(Marine Accident Investigation Branch, FS50125936)

r'a

rco.

Often recommend a sampling exercise (it would take x minutes to find

this and extract the info so for 100 records it would take 100x) - but

check if this stands up (e.g. are all the records comparable? Do they

need to do everything theY saY?)

MA¡B shows steps. Would have to consider how plausible timings and

also whether each steP needed.

"Reality check" - does totat seem reasonable? Check numbers which

multiply up e.g. does it take 3 mins per page or 20 seconds?

lf not reasonable can come to our own estimate.



Refusing a request on the basis of
cost (s.rz FOIA)

Problem: the requester just splits the request into
separate bits

Answer: the cost can be "aggregated"

"to any extent to the same or similar information"
r within 60 working days
. by the same person OR by persCIns who "appear

to the public authority to be acting in concert or
in pursuance of a camPaign"

Apply same rules to multiple requests in one letter
a

lco.

Campaign: "appear to the public authority" - this can be

very broad, does not need to be evidenced particularly



Refusing a request on the basis of
cost (s.te FOIA)

. Should confirm / deny if possible under limits

. Refuse the request under s.12

. Don't need to provide an estimate / breakdown
but this is good Practice

. Should provide advice on reformulating the
request

. OR charge as per s.13

ico.

Advice on reformulating the request. Genuinely helpful -
let them know what part of the information might be

avaitable within the cost limit OR advise none and why.

Don't just tell them to "narrow it down" as this can lead to

more Lpecific questions which take just as much work to

answer. DO NOT just give them part of it and not the

rest, as they might have preferred a different part.

CARE with informal resolution - s.12 applies to whole

req.

Alternative is to release the information (even though

don't have to) but charge extra under s13: [click]



Providing advice and assistance where
the request exceeds cost limits (s.tz FOIA)

Under Sectíon 16 Public Authorities have a duty to provide

advice and assistance where it is reasonable to do so. When

applied to a request that exceeds the section 12 cost limits this
could mean;

. Advising the requester that no information can be provided

within the approPriate limit.

. Indicating what information can be provided within the
appropriate limit.

. Providing advice and assistance to enable the requester to
make a refined request.

.:a ..ilco.

The PA only has to provide advice and assistance if it would be

reasonable to do so. Where it would be reasonable then the minimum

it should do is:

. either indicate if it is not able to provide any information at allwithin
the appropriate limit; or

' provide an indication of what information could be provided within

the appropriate limit; and

. provide advice and assistance to enable the requestor to make a

refined request.
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Charging a fee for discretionary
release (s.rg FOIA)

Fees in normal
circumstances (s.9):
o disbursements only
o cost of communication
only

Fees under s.13:
. normal s.9 fee
¡ PLUS cost estimate as
per s.12
. PLUS staff time for
communication at 825/h
(this can include staff
time to redact exemPt
material - s.13 onlY)

o NOT'thinking time'
l-

LçE

¡ NOT staff time
. NOT finding/extracting
. NOT'thinking time'
. NOT redaction

Ask them to remember what can normally be charged for,

then fclick]

s.1 3: if the cost woutd exceed the limit, can offer the
information at a cost. This is not compulsory - if the limit

would be exceeded, can (and mostly do) simply refuse.

[click] again

at a cost including the staff time and disbursements for both

finding / extracting and communication.

This is the only circumstance in which staff time in copying

is relevant.

By its nature this will exceed f45O or f600 so is rarely going

to be paid and most authorities don't offer.

Under section 13 there is the ability to charge for the time

taken to redact exempt material but NoT thinking time to

consider which exemPtions aPPlY.

see guidance'Fees that may be charged when the cost of

compliance exceeds the appropriate limit''



Difference between cost limits
and fees under FOIA

The Freedom of Information and Data Protection
(Appropriate Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004

s.9 fees a public authority can charge in normal
circumstances (when cost limit not exceeded)

reg. 6

s.12 cost limits: when an authority can refuse a
request which would be unduly expensive to it

reg. 3, 4 and 5

s.13: fees when cost limit exceeded reg.7

,t@,

Fees Regs cover two separate things - cost and fees. PAs may

get confused between what they can include in their estimate of
the cost and what can be charged for.

s.9: calculating fees in normal situations

s.12: cost limits: refusing a request

s.13: calculating fees where the authority could in fact refuse due

to cost limit (but is offering the requester the option of receiving

information for a charge)

Fees regs and cross-referencing included in your packs

lmportant to prevent misconceptions: does NOT mean you can

charge up to a certain amount then refuse, nor that it is free up to

a certain amount and then charge. One is charging in any case

where information disclosed in hard copy; the other is when a

request can be refused.



Difference between cost limits
and fees under FOIA

.a: ...

lco.

[click] cost limit = anything to do with first stage; s.9

fees only the actual cost of communication; s.13

time and cost, first and last stages.

[click] Middle one can't be considered in either cost

or fees.

staff time for redaction of exempt material can be

charged for with respect to section 13 only.



Time to check that you've understood so far. Group

exercise. Activities you can charge for under FOIA.

[The exercise consists of putting the cards into three

categories, as marked on a large piece of paper - all

materials are in pack. One potentially grey area one: the

time taken to photocopy documents could count either as

communication (can't take into account) or extraction

(can).1



Coffee break - 15 mins,



Vexatious requests (s.t+(t) FOIA)

t+ (r) "Section r(r) does not oblige a public authority to
comply with a request for information if the request is
vexatious."

tZ (S) 'A public authority which ... is reþing on a claim that
section 14 applies must... give the applicant a notice
stating that fact."

except where the authority has given the applicant
a s.14 notice in relation to a previous request and
it would be unreasonable to expect the author:ity
to serve a fufther notice

.'t:

.ICGI.

PAs often see FOIA as a burden and particularly when
individuals use FOIA to a disproportionate extent or with
the intention of pursuing imagined grievances against the
authority. So there's a prov¡sion for refusing vexatious
requests.

It's not phrased as an exemption, it simply says that 1(1)
doesn't apply.S.12 and s.14 - in Part I not Part ll, relate
to request rather than content of information.

Therefore also no public interest test. Also for s.14 no
duty to confirm or deny.

[click]
However, there is still a provision for refusal notice.
(except where reasonable not to) - [brief, no need to
explain furtherl

See ICO guidance l: Dealing with vexatious requests



the meaning of vexatious

'...manifestlY uniustified, inappropriate or improper use of a

formal procedure,'

ICO vs Devon County Councíl & Dransfield i2012
AAÇ) defines'vexatious' as constituting the

] UKUT

44A (

establíshes'proport¡onality' and'justification' as

to the question of whether a request is vexatiou
central

s, so ICO

uses the criteria

,Is the request likely to cause a disproportionate or unjustified

level of disrupfion, irritatian or distress?'
Iilco.

Dransfield - Upper Tribunal provides a new

definition of vexatious - they considered the

ordinary dictionary definition, ('tending to cause

distress, harassment annoyance..etc') to be

inadequate because it made no provision for the

circumstances surrounding the request. The tribunal

judge concluded that vexatious meant a
1... manifestly unjustified, inappropriate or improper

use of a formal Procedure.'

Vexatious appl¡es to the request, not the requester.

Doesn't mean have to consider a request in

isolation, but does mean that you cant automatically

treat a request as vexat¡ous just because a previous

request from the same requester was refused as



vexatious.
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our guidance lists these as some of the typical.indicators of a

u"*"i¡or. request (from our experience of dealing with complaints) '

Aggressive or aggressive language - could be threatening tone or

offensive language

Fishing - making random requests in the hope this will unearth

something interesting

Frivolous - silly requests, or requests with no obvious value

No obvious intent to obtain info/deliberate intent to cause

annoyance - using section 1 rights as a means to harangue' argue

with or disrupt the authority rather than get information

unreasonable persistence - making a request about an issue that

has already fully addressed by the authority or subject to independent

investigation

Disproportionate burden - the burden of the request(s) on the

autñoriiy is out of all proportion to the importance of the issue at hand

Frequentoroverlapping.Therequesterrnakesveryfrequent
requLsts, and rnay send in new requests before the PA could

realistically be expected to have dealt with their previous ones'

24



One , or any combination of these factors could make a reqUest vexatious,

but just because one or more of,them is present doesnrt necessarily mean

the request musf be vexatious.

Also important to emphasise thAt these are examples and as such are not

intended to be,limiting - a PA can refuse a:request on ainy grounds it

considers relevant.
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How should the PA handle the request?

+ +F)

å
l':i1
t,.,'l

l.

LÇ9'

This diagram explains the process by which we expect PAs to deal
with vexatious requests. This is not necessarily the same process

used by the ICO when dealing with Section 14 complaints (at the time
of writing we have only recently switched to dealing with s14 cases
under our new vexatious guidance). Trainer may need to speak to
Complaints Resolution if they want to check what our processes for
handling Section 14 cases currently are.

Patently vexatious means a request so obviously vexatious that the
PA can make a quick decision to refuse it - i.e where the content of
the request is clearly unacceptable - examples might be requests
containing threats against staff or racist language. This being the case
we would anticipate that'patently vexatious' is only likely to apply in a

minority of cases. ln vast majority of cases the request won't be
patently vexatious and the PA wíll need to ask itself whether the

request is likely to cause a disproportionate or unjustified level of
disruption, irritation or distress - this involves carrying out a balancing
exercise, weighing the purpose and value of the request against the
impact on the authority - more details on next slide.

Alternative approaches - this is optional- the PA doesn't have to

consider an alternative approach - however it may save them time

25



and further conflict in the long run, Alternative approaches could mean, for

example, asking the requester to moderate their behaviour or offering

advice and assistance instead of refusing their request outright.

They should be considered on a case by case basis and the PA may wish to

look at its previous experience of dealing with the requester when deciding

whether they are likely to be open to an altemative approach (there is a risk

too that an alternative approach could make things worse - eg the

requester may simply become even more aggrieved if the PAwrites to

advise them theii letters are abusive and need to be toned down.
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Factors to take into account

Not a PIT but a balancing exercise where the purpose and value of
the request is measured against the impact on the authority. The
lesser the purpose and value of the request, the lighter the side of the
scales weighing in favour of complying with the request will be when
balanced against the impact on the authority, and visa versa.

No set formula as to how much weight to give to each factor- each
decision must be made on a case by case basis

The context and history may add weight to either side of the scales.
E,g if history suggest that PA has provided inadequate responses to
the individual's previous requests then this may strengthen case for
disclosure by illustrating that they have a serious purpose for making
a request. However, if context is that this is the latest in a long series
of frequent requests then this might support the argument that the
requester is diverting resources or harassing the authority.
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Grossly oppressive burden
A PA may apply s14 if the amount of time required to review and

pr"par" the.information for disclosure would impose a grossly

oppresSive burden on the organisation'

. Can take into account cost of
considering exemPtions and

redaction.
. Should consider S.12 first.
. It ls most likely a request could be

considered under S.14 on cost
grounds wherel

. The Request is for a large volume
of information;

. It contains exemPt material;

. The exempt material cannot easily

be isolated.
.a. .. ..,.

tf&

PA can consider costs not covered by s12 - e.g time/cost of

consideriñg êxernptions and redaction

However, the request must meetALL three criteria listed in green' A

high test - so we would only expect the PA to use s14 on these

grounds in exceptional circumstances.

Likely we would expect PA to be able to produce documentary

evidénce to back up its claims of a grossly obsessive burden e.g.

sampling exercise.

Not to be used as a substitute for S12 where cost is main issue, so

PA should consider refusing under section 12 first where possible. lts

in their interests to do this as the test for applying s14 on cost

f rounds is much higher then for s12. PA should also consider whether

ä could provide any advice and assistance to help the requester refine

their request.
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Mr Anderson and the council (a
fictional case) - see hand.outs

. Had already received much of the information
o Questions aimed at getting council to justify itself

or admit fault, not obtaining information
. Making accusations in the form of questions
. Hurtful allegations against many individuals
. Believes answers false - will never be satisfied
. Obsessive - several years
o Using FOI to keep his complaint open
. Had already pursued all legal avenues
a,lçg

This case is loosely based on existing vexatious cases, but
uses a safely anonymous example, Hãnd out / include in packs
the request, complaint and question sheet. Give a few minutes to
read and identify the key features and reach a conclusion as to
where the balance lies in favour of refusing or complying with the
request. Write them on a flip chart or whiteboard.

Iclick]

One of the key points is the way in which FOI is being used - is it
being used in accordance with its purpose (to obtain information)
or as another'weapon' in a complaint? In this case, he had
already received much of the information, and the issues had been
dealt with exhaustively. But he saw FOIA as a way to force the
council to continue in the correspondence, and therefore phrased
the points he wanted to make as questions.

>PTO for more notes

[click] the request was harassing because it was used as a way of
making numerous allegations, some of which were patently



unreasonable. It is likely to be burdensome because he will never

accept the answers givén - he will simply claim they are lies and

cont¡nue his corresPondence.

It's clearly obsessive. Even if originally he had a point (which

prãnåOìV 
'he didn't, but that ¡sn'fsomething we can necessarily

["f f i it hãs been déalt with exhaustively by the council, the courts,

etc.

Balancing exercise

The request does seem to have a serious purpose, but does it

nave mucn objective value - is it likely it further.his aims or reveal

information in support of his grievance? And is there a legitimate

ãi*¡mot¡uation Oe'nind the reùuests, i.e. obtaining information to

help his cause, or are his requ'ests more directed at attacking the

insiitution itseif and its staff? How much weight will these factors

actually carry on the side of complying with the request?

Balance these factors against those in favour of refusing the

iequest - impact in timã and resources in dealing with his

request, the way he is using his section 1 rights and the

detrimental impact on the authority in terms of time, resources,

annoyance and distress/stress to staff'
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Not vexatious
Example based on real s14 case

70+ pieces of correspondence

some overlaPPing or rePeated

All on the subject of works at
one building

BUT

This was because the authority had not been dealing

with the requests ProPerlY.
The requester owns a flat in the building and is on the

Works Committee.
The works are on-going and there are unresolved

issues around fire safety requirements.

K9'

Detriment to authority - burden of dealing with 70

requests - diversion of resources/burden/cost -
annoyance frequent and ovelapping requests

ser¡ous purpose - unresolved fire safety issues re

works

Value/ furthers requesters aims - if needs

clarification because authority not dealing with

requests correctly then Yes

wider public interest value? - publie safety could be

at risk if building is fire hazard.



Repeated requests under FOIA
sr4(z) "Where a public authority has previously

complied with a request for information which
was made by any person, it is not obliged to
comply with a subsequent identical or
substantially similar request from that person
unless a reasonable interval has elapsed"

A PA may only consider L4(2) if it has already
provided the same (or substantially similar)
information to the requester in response to a
previous request . If the previous request was
refused then a second request for the same
information will not be a repeat request.

.tçs

A PA may only consider 14(2) where it has already provided the same
information to the requester in response to a previous FOIA request. lf
the original request was refused then any further request for the same
information will not be a repeat request.

Although this is paired with vexatious, and some repeated requests will also
be vexatious, they can be quite separate.

It's important not to get this muddled up with aggregating requests or with
request for internal review (whích may often take the form of a repeated
request for the information which has been refused).

ldentical or substantially símilar refers to scope of request

'Reasonable interval' is concerned with how significant any changes or
differences in the information are.

The information has to be identical or substantially similar for 14(2) to apply.
A PA can't refuse a request simply because the topic of the request is
identical or substantially similar. PTO>



lclick] The relevant point is not the phraseology of the request or the topic

6ut ttre actual information. A person may make several requests on the

same topic asking for different information but this won't be a repeated

request. Likewise, it won't be repêatêd if you phrase the question in the 
,,

,"t" way but the information hàs changed, e.g. "this year's figures for X"'

So a "reasonable interyal" is likely to be related to the nature of the

information. For example "please give me your ¡atest statistics orl X", sent in

monthly, may not be a'repeat request if the statistics are indeed compiled

monthly.

See ICO guidance : Dealing with repeat requests
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Manifestly unreasonable requests
under rte(+Xb) EIR

"Manifestly unreasonable"
> covers vexatious requests
BUT ALSO
Þ Cases involving costs issues as no equivalent to s12 in EIR.

Cost is one factor but more flexlble / case-by-case
(NB r7 time extension for complex
and voluminous requests)

> subject to public interest test
Þ we wouldn't expect PA to confirm

or deny

See ICO guldance: Manifestly unreasonable requests
(regulation 12(4Xb))

a

K9'

Manifestly unreasonable requests provision - 112(4)(b) -under the
EIR covers those which are costly to comply with as well as vexatious
requests.

Vexatious - follow guidance for FOIA but remember subject to PIT

Gosts - no specific limitation. Aarhus guide: manifestly unreasonable
must be more than complex i voluminous. (which is covered by r7)

DBERR case 2009: authority may be required "to accept a greater

burden".

On other hand, no rules for cost estimates, so could take into account
all factors if reasonable. Cost is one factor, and more flexible on what
is considered inc re aggregation . But include other factors e.g.
proportionate to size I resources of PA. Also subject to PIT

We don't generally expect PAs to confirm I deny when the request is
manifestly unreasonable and it would be an unreasonable burden to

determine whether the information is held.

(See guidance : Manifestly unreasonable requests (reg 12(4Xb))

- formerly LTTsl 47 and 182 which have been withdrawn)

NB also Charging for environmental information



Quiz time - rìêêd to amend qu,iz to reflect new content

You can confer, you can look it up - if,s to make you think
about it and we'll talk it through after



For Elore information, see our
guidance page on \M\Mtv.ico.org

and ffie FOI Policy knovledge base

on ICON

.uk

ffi



FOI Modul e 4: costs, fees, vexatious and manifestly
unreasonable requests overview

Checklist for trainer(s) and for Learning and
Development

This is a two and a half hour module

Learninq and Ðçvelopmeflt¡

please print off a handout pack for each attendee, containing one copy each of
the following documents, which are all on Meridio L.t7.44.43:

r, Objectives and timetable.
j: Sliães. When printing, select the 3 slides per sheet handouts option.
. Quiz.. Appropriate Limit and Fees Regulations 2004.
. Vexatious letters
. Vexatious letters exercise
r Feedback forms

Each delegate will also need a feedback form- provided by Learning and

Development (and/or to be emailed after the session)'

Please ask delegates to bring with them a copy of FOIA and the EIR - their
own, borrowed or printed off from legislation'gov.uk.

lllaüûé ..

Each trainer will need for him/herself:

r Signature sheet - provided by Learning and Development
r Lesson plan
r Slides with notes- print out a copy with the speaker notes on using the

',Notes pages" option. These are also the slides to show on the screen.
. Costs limit exercise with note.
r vexatious requests exercise (revised) - handout and notes
. The cards for the exercise which can be found in the training cupboard.
. Quiz with answers.
r Flipchart - these come as standard in training suites.

Materia ls in trarnjnil-gJËþAüd

FOI Module 4
Trainer's checklist
20 170308 1



The training materials are in a labelled folder, in cupboard PDZ. This is situated
in Policy Delivery on the First Floor West Wing, behindr Lisa Atkinson and Viv
Adãrns.

trf you need to make new copies of these rnaterials the cards for the cost limit
êNerclse can be re-created based on the details in 'lcost lir,nit exercise wlth
note".

FOI Module 4
Trainer's checklist
20170308

ì
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i
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r8 EIR

FOI Module 4
Lesson plan
10.10.13

5 minutes

S,minutes

account in the estimate
Begin to investigate whethef ah est¡r'näte is'reesonable'
ldentify when it may or may not be appropriate, to
aggregate requests

Be aware that authorities can charge for a discretionary
release of information oVer the oost limit

Distinguish clearly between fees and cost limits

can and c¿nnot be taken intoactivities

information
ldentify when a fee has been calculated inconectly
Distinguish this from cost limit pr'ovisions

reasonable amount (Markinsonþ but NBCan charge

minutesTea /

can be

cost estirnate (FOIA). 15 minutes.

canI

s.9, s.l2, s.13

s.13

lntroduction -

1



s.14(1

s.14(2) FOIA

112(4Xb)ElR

Quiz - 10-15 m nutes

FOI Module 4
Lesson plan
10.10.13

5 mins

5 mins

10 mins

vexatious / aggregated / request for intemal review etc.
when a

Understand the exception for manifestly unreasonable
requests - may be applied to requests which are

Advise of the key indicators for vexatious request

Explain process for determining whether a complaint is

vexatious

Explain conditions under which PA may refuse on burden
grounds alone.

nd applicant-blind regimepurpose- a

questions) and feedback the main features / factors- 20 minutes
USexamstudy: Delegates

2



FOI Module 4: Costs, fees, vexatious and manifestly unreasonable

requests overview
Objectives and timetable

This session covers the above procedural provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 (FOIA) which can be found in Part 1, together with fees

under the EIR and the-exception for manifestly unreasonable requests in the

EIR, Before attending this session, you should have attended the Introduction
to FOI training, module 1 procedural basics, Module 2 EIR overview and

Module 3 s40/r13- the personal data provisions'

By the end of this session, you should be able tol

+ exptain when and how an authority can charge a fee for disclosing
information;

r, explain when an authority can refuse a request on cost grounds and

recall what can be taken into account in estimating cost;
,¡ describe the factors relevant to refusing a request as vexatious or

repeated; and
.: reca¡ the meaning of the exception for "rnanifestly unreasonable"

requests under the EIR.

hêUld"e. fe'r :,tpdaY:

Introduction

Charging a fee - s9 FOIA, rB EIR
Refuiing a request on grounds of cost- s12 FOIA

Chargin-b a fee - s13 FOIA (where costs limit exceeded)

Break - 75 mínutes

Vexatious and repeated requests - s14 FOIA
Manifestly unreasonable requests under the EIR

Quíz - 10-15 mínutes

Rqsggrcçg

The key documents which will be referred to today are:

FOIA The Freedom of Information Act 2000

EIR The Environmental Information Regulations 2004

Module 4
Objectives and timetable
16.1.13

1



Fees regs The Freedom of Informatlon and Data Protection
(Appropriate Llmit and Fees) Regulations 2004
(sr 2004/3244)

You can also follow up todäy's points on the Policy Knowledge Base and in
the ICO's external:,¡gu[dance on the website."

Module 4
Objectives and timetable
16.1.13

I
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FLII iW,**irti* ,4: t1{isls;, l{:es, vo,Yatir¡ui; ¿rnqå

xsa*nift stlSf u,IJ,It C tis il t ì a't: I e rc{åtl fl s ls clVe I'vi e n¡

Quiz

1. Link the sections of FOIA to the topics

Fees
L2

Vexatious requests

14(1)

Cost limits
t4(2)

Repeated requests

2. Which eIR rcgrilatibn concerns fees?

3. Which of the following circumstances in FOIA may affect the time by
which the finaliresponse should be sent?

The cost limits
Charging a fee

4. True or false?

Under FOIA an authority may charge for the time taken to photocopy
information

True
False
Sometimes

An authority may always refuse a request if it has dealt with a similar request
previously.

FOI Module 4
Quiz
16.1.13
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n
Ë

True
False

An authorÍty may ignore correspondence from a requester who is vexatious

True
False
Sometimes

An authority does not have to issue a refusal notíce for a vexatious request.

True
False
Sometimes

If an authority refuses a request because it would exceed the cost limit, it
should where possible help the requester to rephrase their request to obtain
information within the cost limit.

True
False
Sometimes

An authority may not refuse a request as repeated if a reasonable period has

elapsed since the previous request.

ffi True
:H. False
If,. Sometimes

The EIR exception for manifestly unreasonable requests may apply to requests
where costs are an issue as well as vexatious requests.

True
False
Sometimes

An authority may refuse a request as vexatious if it would have to divert staff
away from their core duties in order to comply.

True
False

FOI Module 4
Quiz
16.1.13
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1. Link the sections of FOIA to the topics

Fees

Vexatious requests,

1)

Cost lirnits

Repeated

2. Whlch EIR regulatlon concerns fees?

Ëegulation 8

3. Which of the following circurnstances may affect the time by which the final
response should be sent?

The cost limits
Charging a fee

4. True or false?

Under FOIA an authority may charge for the time taken to photocopy information
tr True
n False
ø Sometimes - where the cost limít is exceeded. lJnder EIR they can nrahe a
reasonable charge

FOI Module 4
Quiz with answers
16.1.13
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tr
ø
tr

An authority may always refuse a request if it has dealt with a similar request previously.

fl True
ø False * it can onfy refuse ìl it conrplierj with the pre,ricus request AND tliat requesi
was frcm the same person AND a reasonable interval iras not eiapsec{ between the
requests

An authority may ignore correspondence from a requester who is vexatious

True
False - it needs to consìder whether each individual request is vexatious.
Sometimes

An authority does not have to issue a refusal notice for a vexatious request.

n True
E False
El Sometimes - it does not have to issue a refusal nstice r¡¡h¡re ìt has already done so

in respcnse to a previbus vexatious request from the sarne requesler and it w'ould be

unreasonable to issue another one.

lf an authority refuses a request because it would exceed the cost limit, it should where
possible help the requester to rephrase their request to obtain information within the cost
limit.

ø Trueg, False
n Sometimes

An authority may not refuse a request as repeated if a reasonable period has elapsed
since the previous request.

True
False
Sometimes

The EIR exception for manifestly unreasonable requests may apply to requests where
costs are an issue as well as vexatious requests.

ïrue
False
Sometimes

An authority may refuse a request as vexatious Íf it would have to dívert staff away from
their core duties ín order to comply.

n True

FOI Module 4
Quiz with answers
16.1.13

ø
n
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ø False * the diversìc'r"l oi slaff äwöy fri:m their" core Culies is evidence that
the requesl is havíng a detrirnental eff,ect on the autl-roriLy, but the PA has ta
shûw that th¡s inrpact is unjustifíed, or- dispr.o¡:ortionale when i:alanced against
the purpose and value of the request, to appf y Section 14.

FOI Module 4
Quiz with answers
16.1 .1 3

3



FOI Module 4
.ffi

lmpodant note: make clear that this is only applicable to FOIA not EIR

For the exercîse, r¡íx the cards up, prepare a large sheet of paper (frr:rn fhe

flipchart) with different headings, and the trainees have lo put the cards inlo
thr': correct cetegories.

Can be included in the estimate

Time taken to find the information

Time taken looking through catalogues to work out whether you hold the
inforrnation

Time taken searching a database for the infor¡nation

Time taken identifying the relevant informatíon within the document

Also {nol inclr"¡rletj in the exercise but useful to know) has nolv beer: confirmed
that ihe actualcost of having informatîon retrieved from storage and I or sent

by courier, if necessary, can be indluded in the estimate' You don't have to
r¡¡ork out the length of lime and calculate it by €25 per hour, you can use the

actual cost charged to the public authorìty.

Can be charged for

Cost of photocopying

Cost of postage

Cannot be either included in the estimate or charged for

Time taken deciding whether any exemptíons apply

Time taken by senior staff carrying out the public interest test

Time taken photocopying documents fnote -' is debatahie as ci-¡uirJ coutll ¿s

'extractí0n'l

Time taken blacking out exempt material

FOI Module 4
Cost limit exercise with note
2.1.13



@,tralning ex:çtqlsf:

Would Mr Anderson's request be likely to cause the council an
unjustified or dísproportionate level of distress, disruption or
irritation?

Factors to consider (Candidates aren't expected to answer
these questions; they are designed to get them thínking about
the relevant issues)

1. Does the request have a serious purpose?
2. W¡ll it further Mr Anderson's aims?
3. Is the authority likely to suffer any detrimental impact?
4. Is there any wider public interest value?
5. Is Mr Anderson abusing his right to information in any

way?
6, Does the context and history weigh in favour or against

the request being vexatious?

10.10.13



Cllr Lydia Smith
Leader of Boroughfordshire Council
Boroughfordshirc Town Hall

4 February 2015

Dear Cllr Smith,

\ryITHOUT PREJUDICE

Why am I still banned from the local art gallery, it has been TV/LEVE YEARS

and I still have got nowhere.

Using the FOI tell me the answers to these questions:

l) Why am I banned from the gallery?
2) Where are the minutes of the meetings to ban me, held in 2003, 2005,

2008, 2010.
3) What authority has BRIAN JAMES Head of Galleries got to ban me from

the gallery?
4) Cite the law I have broken.
5) Why did you not invite me to attend the meetings?

6) Who provided quotes to the local paper in 2003 for the story headlined

"Local rnan scribbles on paintings"??

I DID NQT CONSENT to you giving the quotes.

7. What are the qualifications of idiot BRIAN JAMES'
8. Are you a fieemason?
NINE. What action did you take against the staff who assaulted me in the

gallery in2AA3???
I0. 'ù/hen will you compensate me fior loss of earnings as an artist?

11. Give me all coresponclence you have had about this case with:
r My solicitior
r The county oouncil
r The department of culture media and sport
r The local news
:t My landlord

12. I sent you sevefal letters about this case, please provide copies of all
the letters



13. It was not even right to throw me out of the gallery for performing my
own RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION yet you still threw me

out and I cannot even be told why. At the meetings you have discr¡ssed

my case and not even let me speak' Why do your IDIOT STAFF keep

telling me there is no information held?

14. Why did a judge throw out my case against the council on the say so of your

own LYING solicitors? If they had told the truth this would never have

happened.

14.b YOU had meetings about me where you officers LIED, where are the

transcripts?

15. lWhat action does th.e council take against lying solicitors?

16. Horv does your action comply with the Consumer Credit Lct,1974?

HUMAN RIGHTS??!!!?? The Fraud Act.

17. I demand an apology from

1) CLLR Lydia Smith
2) Brian James

3) Willam Melly
4) Georgina Parkinson

If you do not reply I will complain to the Intbrmation Commissioner

AGAIN

Kind regards,

Andrew Anderson



Cllr Lydia Srnith
Leader of Boroughfordshire Council
Boroughfordshire Town Hall

l4l.v-Jarch 2015

Dear Cll¡ Smith,

\ryITHOUT PREJUDICE

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO TO MAKE YOU LISTEN. DO I hAVC tO COMC tO

your office and take action?

You have refused to answer my questions so here arg some more questions:

1) Why \ilon't you answer mY quostions?

2) 'ü¡hy am I banned from the gallery?

3) You know that I was doing nothing \ryIong, and you have held seçret

meetings to have me banned from the gallery. This is out of order. It is

unlawful. Under the law I am allowed to express myself and I am allowed

the f,eedorn to be an artist.. You have ruined my livelihood' How would

you like it if I ruined yours? You say that it takes so much time to answeÏ

my questions but I don't care, it's worthless time and my taxes pay for it.

4) When I took the case to court the judge was taking secret advice from

you, which is a miscarriage ofjustice.
5) You say I am still a danger but what is the evidence?

6) CCTV footage is NOT EVIDENCE...I DID NOT CONSENT TO

BEING FILMED.
7) Give me an authenticated copy of the letter banning me from the gallery.

8) Provi<le a copy of my council tax payments.

9) In 2003 I was assaulted by gallery staff and banned from the gallery' In

2004|was assaulted again trying to enter the gallery yet the police took

no action, You invited me to a meeting but refused to change your

position and accused me of aggressive behaviour. In 2005 I wrote to you

lo appeal and you ignored me. I took the case to court but you LIED to

the judge. In 2008 and 2010 I appealed but you refuse to listen to my

case. Every time I come near the gallery I am attacked or insulted by your

staff.

Kind regards



Andrc"v Andet'sou



Cost *f photncopying

Cost of postage

Time taken identiffing the rclevant information within the
document

'l'irne taken blacking out rxeffipt rnaterial

Time take* deciding whethsr 'àr:y ûKotTtlltinns åpply

Time taken by senior staff carrying out the puhlic år,lterest å*sT

'fime taken to find the information

Iime taken photocopying docutnents

Tirr:e taken lo*king tttrnugh cätalogue*c to u¡*¡:l¿ out v,'hether

you h,okl the in'Rrrrr*:Jation

Tilne fakc:t¡ scarchiüg a dataå:¿¡ts ftr:: th* i,rfirl^::ilitlii:l"l

i.:"
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STATUl'ORY INSTRUMENTS

2004 No. 3244

FREEDOM OF INF'ORM.ATION

DATA PROTECTION

The Freedom of Information and Data Protection (Appropriate
Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004

Made

Luid beþre Parlianent

Corníng inloforce - *

7th December 2004

9th December 2004

lst January 2045

The Sccretary of State, in exercise of the powers confcrred upon him by scctions 9(3) and (4),

l2(3), (4) and (5), and 13(1) and (2) ofthe Freedom oflnformation Act 2000(a), andly sections

SA{jj à"¿ 67iZj of the Data Protection Act 1998(b), ancl having consulted the Information

Còmmissioner in accordance with section ó7(3) of the Data Protection Act 1998, horeby rnakes

the following Regulations:

Citafion ¡nd commencement

t. These Regulations may be cited as the Freedom of Information and Data Protection

(Appropriate Limit ancl Fees) Regulations 2004 and come into force on lst.lanuary 2005.

Interpretation

2. In these Regulations-

"the 2000 Act" means the Freedom of ltrformation Act 2000;

*the 1998 Act" means the Data Protection Act 1998; and

"the appropriatc limit" is to be construed in accordance with the provision made in regulation 3.

The appropriate limit

3.-(1) This regulation has effect to prescribe the appropriate limit referred to in section 9A(3)

and (4) of the 1998 Act and the appropriate limit referred to in section l2(l) and (2) of the 2000

Act.

(2) In the case of a puhlic authority which is listect in Parl I of Schedulc I to the 2000 Act, the

appropriate limit is f600.

(3) ln the case of any othcr public authority, the appropriate limit is t450-

(a) 2000 c,3ó.
iUi lCSSc,2g.SecriongÄolihr.:DåtðPrúlcctiurAct lgttiwâsinse.tÊdbys,rctiorró9(2)ofthclìecdrrmcflnlbrrnslionAcl

2000,



Estinrating the cost of complying ìvith a rcquest - gencral

4,-(l) This regulation has cff'cct in any case in which a public authority proposes to estimate

tvhether tþe cost of complying with a relevant request would cxceed the appropriatc limit.

(2) A rclevant request is any request to thc sxtent that it is a request*

(a) for unstrrrctured personal data witbin the meaning of section 9A(l) of the 1998 Act(a),

and to which section 7(l) of that Act would, apart from the appropriate limit, to any

extent apply, or

(b) infonnation to which section l(l) of the 2000 Act woul<I, aparl from the appropriatc limit,
to any cxteut applY.

(3) In a case in which this regulation has effect, a public âuthority may, for the purpose of its
estimate , take account only of the costs it reasonably cxpccts to ilrcur in relation to the request in-

(a) determining whether it holds lhe information,

(b) locating the i¡formation, or a document which may contain thc infonnation,

(c) retrieving thc infonnation, or â documcnt which may contain the informntion, and

(<i) extracting the informaÌion from a documcnt containing it'

(4) To the cxtent to whicb any of the costs which a public authority takes into account are

artributable to the titne which pcrsons undertaking any of the activities mcntioncd in paragraph (3)

on behalf of tlre authority are cxpected to spcnd on those activitics, those costs are to be estimated

at a rate off25 pcr person pcr ltour.

Estimating the cost of complying with a request - aggregation of relatcd rcqucsts

5,-(1) ln circumstances in which this regulation npplies, where two or more requests for

information to which section l(l) of the 2000 Act would, apart from the appropriate limit, to any

extent apply, ars made to a public authority-
(a) by one person, or

(b) by diffcrent per$ons who appcar lo the public authority to be acting in concert or in
pulsuance of a campaign,

the estimated cost of complying with any of the roque$ts is to be taken to be the total costs which

may be takon into âccount by the àuthority, under regulation 4, of complying with all of them.

(2) This regulation applies in circumstances in which-

(a) the two or more requcsts refened to in paragraph (l) relate, to any extent, to lhc same or

similar infonnation, arrd

(b) those rcquests are received by the public authority within any period of sixty consocutivc

working days.

(3) In this regulation, "working day" means any day othcr ùan a Saturday, a Sunday, Christmas

Day, Goocl Friday or a day which is a bank hotiday under the Banking and Financial Dealings Àct

l97i(b) in any parl of the United Kingdom.

Maximum fee for complying'rvith section l(.1) of the 2000 Act

ó.-(l) Any fee to bc charged undcr section 9 of the 2000 Act by a public authority to whor¡l a

requcsr fbr information is made is not to excccd the uraxintum tletermined by the public authority

in accordance with this regulation.

(2) Subject ro paragraph (4), thc ¡naximum fcc is a sum cquivalcnt to the total costs the public

authority reasonably cxpccts to incttr in relatio¡r to the requcst. in-

(a) SccriongA(ó)oftheDataPro{ecrionAct lggSprovidesthatanycslimalcoftheappropriatclimitlo¡thepürpôscsofthât
scctjon mus( be m¿dc ir ar:cord¿nce rvith regulaliors nratlc under section l2(5) olthc Frcedom ol'l¡lonrr¡tion Acl 2000.

(b) l97l c.80.

2



(a) infonning the person rnaking thc request whether it holds thc information, and

(b) cornmunicating the information to the person making the request.

(3) Costs which may be taken into account by a public authority for thc purposes of this

regulation include, but are not limitcd to, the costs of-
(a) complying witlr any obligation under sectiorì 1l(1) of thc 2000 Act as to the mcans or

form of com.rlunicating thc infonnationr.

(b) rcproducing any document containing the information, and

(c) postage ancl other forms of transrnitting the information'

(4) But a public authority may not take into account for the purposes of this regulation any costs

which are attributabls to the tirnc which persons undertaking activities mentioned in paragraph (2)

on behatfofthe authority are expected to spend on those activities.

Maxinrum fee for communication of informatlon under section l3 of the 2000 Act

7,*(1) Any fee to be chargecl uncler scction I 3 of the 2000 Act by a public authority to who¡n a

rsquest for information is rnade is not to exceed the maximum determined by a public âuThority in

acçordance vvith this regulation.

(2) The maxi¡num fee is a sutn equivalent to the total oË-
(a) the costs which the public authority may take into account unclcr regulation 4 in relation

to that requcst, and

(b) the costs it reasonably expccts to incur in relatíon to the rcqucst in-
(i) informing the person making the request whether it holds the inibrmation, ancl

(ii) communicating the informatìon to the person making the request.

(3) Bu¿ a public authority is to disregard, for the purposes ofparagraph(2)(a), any costs which it
may take i¡rto account under rcgulation 4 solcly by virtue of the provision made by regulation 5'

(4) Costs wliich rnay be taken into account by a public authority for thc purposcs ofparagraph

(2)(b) include, but are not limited to, the costs ol1'

(a) giving cffect to any preference cxpressed by the person making the request as to the

means or form of communicating the information,

(b) reproducing any document containing the infonnation, and

(c) postage and other forms of transmitting the infilrmation'

(5) For fhe purposes of this rcgulation, the provision for the estimation of costs made by

regulariol 4(4j is to be takcn to apply to the costs ncntioned in paragraph (2)(b) as it docs to the

costs mentiol'¡ed in regulation 4(3).
Signatory tcxt

Bat'oness C Ashton
Parliamentary Un<ier Secretary of State

Date ?th December 2004 Department for Constitutional Affairs

J



IXPLÄNATORYNOTE

(lhis note i.s no! part of the Order)

These Regulations prcscribe "the appropriate amount" for the purposcs of section 9A of thc Data

Protection Act 1998 and section l2 of thc Freedom of Information Act 2000. If a public authority
estimates that the cost of conrplying with a request for the infonnation to which eilher of lhose

provisions applies would exceed the appropriate âmount, then the obligations which would
otherwise be imposed by scction 7 of the 1998 Act and section I of the 2000 Act in respect of
such requcsts for infotmation do not apply.

Regularion 3 prcscribes an appropriate limit of f600 in the case of the public bodiss listed in Part J

of Schcdulc I to thc 2000 Act (including government departments). An appropriate limit of f450
is prescribcd in rclation to all other public authoritics.

Regulation 4 rnakes provision as to the costs to be estirnated, and as to the manner in which thcy

are to be estimated, for thc purpose of estimating whcther the cost of complying with a request

',vould excccd thc appropriate limit, The costs which nray bc taken into account arc limitcd to

those which the public authority reasonably expects to incur in undertaking certain specilied
activities in response to the request. Regulation 5 makes supplementary provision as to tlre

estiniation of costs i¡r case s to which thc 2000 Act applics. It provides that in relation to nultiple
requests which arc related in specified ways by reference to those making the rec¡uests, the

information to which the requests relate, and the timing of the requests, the estimated costs of
complying with any single request is to be takcn to be the aggrcgate cstimated costs of complying
with thsm all.

Regulation 6 makes provision as to the rnaximum tèe that a public authority may specify in a fccs

notice under section 9 of the 2000 Act as a charge for complying with its duty under section l(1)
of the Act. The maximum is to be calculated by reference to specified limited aspects of the costs

of infomring the requester whether it holds the information and, if so, of communicating it to the

requester.

Section I3 of the 2000 Act makes new provision for public authorities to be able to charge for the

communication of information whose communication is not rcquired because of thc effect of the

appropriate limit and is not otherwise rcquired by law, Regulation 7 makes provision as to the

naximum fce that a public authority may charge for the communication of information in the

exercise of that power. Thc maximum is to be calculated by reference to the total costs which may

be t¡rken into account in cstimating whether the cost of complying wilh the request would exceed

the appropriate lirnit (excluding any costs "aggrcgated" from other rsquests), together with the full
costs of informing the requester rvhether thc infonnation is hcld, and, if so, of communicating it to
thc rcgucstcr.
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